On a given day his body consumes 20,000 particles of food and expels 19,900 particles. He now consists of n + 100 particles. Is he still the same man? Like Epicharmus, the Academic sceptics hope to persuade us that he is not, and like Epicharmus they invoke the parallel of numbers and measures. Take a number, n, add 20,000 and subtract 19,900, leaving n + 100. What has happened to your original number n? You cannot intelligibly say 'It's still there, but it's grown.' You can only say that it has been replaced by a different number. So too, if the analogy is valid, the man has been replaced by a different man.
I have deliberately made the case of the man and the case of the number sound as similar as possible. But the whole question is whether material objects and numbers do behave alike in this respect. Can a material object be individuated by a numerical specification of its ingredients, so that any alteration in these constitutes a change of identity? It can, provided one views it under the description 'this lump of matter'. Take a lump of matter, add or subtract a particle, and it is no longer the same lump of matter. It might be misleading to call it without qualification a different lump of matter, but that it is at any rate not strictly speaking the same lump of matter seems perfectly correct.9 Virtually the identical argument was used by Locke10 (and reiterated by Hume):" '. . . if two or more atoms be joined together into the same mass... whilst they exist united together, the mass, consisting of the same atoms, must be the same mass, or the same body, let the parts be ever so differently jumbled. But if one of these atoms be taken away, or one new one added, it is no longer the same mass or the same body. ' Next, suppose that a particular lump of matter which confronts us is a human being. Granted the identity of this lump of matter with this human being, we can expect everything true of the one to be true of the other. With the slightest addition or subtraction of particles what confronts us will no longer be this lump of matter; and therefore, by substitution, what confronts us will no longer be this human being. Prima facie the puzzle is as plausible as it is shocking. So far the Academic argument has done little more than restate Epicharmus' puzzle. The way in which they turned it against their Stoic foes was by adding a sting to its tail. The Stoics' work in cosmology aimed to find a philosophical analysis of natural processes, and the most fundamental natural process of all is the growth of living things. But it now appeared that growth is itself a philosophically incoherent notion. After all, a statement like 'This daffodil has grown' presupposes that one and the same daffodil was smaller at the beginning of the process and bigger at the end of it. But the Growing Argument has shown that, on the contrary, it is not the same daffodil at the end of the process, or at any intermediate stage, as it was at the start. Hence there is no enduring thing of which we can say 'It is growing'. Growth is a notion which defies philosophical analysis, and Stoic cosmology is built on sand.'2 This anti-Stoic motive helps to explain what might at first sight seem an unnecessary restriction of the puzzle's scope. By sticking to the analogy with numbers the Growing Argument concerns itself purely with cases where the sum total of constituent particles in a body increases or decreases -'growth' and 'diminution'. But why not extend it to cases of what we might call stable flux, where there is neither expansion nor contraction but just a succession of numerically distinct parts? A celebrated example of this was the river in which Heraclitus said that you could not step twice because of the constant renewal of its water.13 Similarly, on a day when my body expels exactly as many particles as it consumes, do I not still cease to be the same lump of matter, and hence, according to the puzzle, cease to be the same individual? As a matter of fact there was one instance in which this extension of the Growing Argument was permitted. The ship of Theseus had been kept for many centuries on display in Athens. During that time every one of its timbers rotted and was replaced. Was it still the same ship? According to Plutarch,14 this uncertainty made it a matter of interest for the philosophers, as providing a suitable case for the Growing Argument. Is he right? In one way it may seem obvious that this is not a proper instance of the Growing Argument, in that there was no question of the ship's growing. In fact, though, such a degree of variation on the basic theme would be well within the latitude which the propounders of these puzzles normally permitted themselves.15 Despite which, there is no sign that the ship of Theseus, or any other case of stable flux, featured prominently in the Academic-Stoic debate. A number of considerations suggest that the exclusion may have been a wise one.
First, stable flux is easily enough recognised in inanimate objects like Theseus' ship or Heraclitus' river; but when it came to living beings, which always provided the paradigm cases,'6 how could they know that any such thing as stable flux was taking place? The particles ingested by a fully grown living being might, for all they knew, be the very same ones as those expelled or burnt up soon after, like the fuel in a car -in which case no material reconstitution would take place. In a case involving growth or shrinkage it was, at least, certain that material reconstitution was occurring. Second, stable flux loses the analogy with numbers and measures which had been a mainstay of the puzzle since the time of Epicharmus, as well as the sting in the tail by which growth was shown to be philosophically incoherent. Third, the ship of Theseus is certainly enigmatic, but largely, I think, for a reason unconnected with the Growing Argument. To invent a parallel, I might quite intelligibly talk about buying a new handle for my broom, or of buying it a new head; it would only be if I claimed to have bought it a new handle and a new head that its identity would become unavoidably enigmatic. Similarly Theseus' ship would have gained no notoriety among the Athenian antiquarians if just a few timbers had been restored here and there. The puzzlement arose only when virtually every timber had been replaced. This contrasts with the Growing Argument, which in its classical form tries to associate a change of identity with every material reconstitution, however slight. All things considered, it is not surprising that the Academics found it strategically better to emphasise those cases which involved growth and diminution, rather than those like Theseus' ship.
It is now time to consider the Stoic response to the Growing Argument. It seems from Plutarch's evidence that this was the work of Chrysippus,'7 the third and greatest head of the school, active at the end of the third century B.C., who undertook to repulse the Academy's onslaught on all fronts. His opening tactic was apparently to cite the scene from Epicharmus, as evidence of the unoriginality of the Academic puzzle.18 But we can quickly pass on from this deflationary jibe to his serious philosophical response. Here one can fruitfully compare his handling of the problem with that later adopted by Locke. One of Locke's insights was that although under the description 'this lump of matter' I may be changing my identity from moment to moment, under a description like 'this person' I am not.'9 Chrysippus seems to have been led by the Growing Argument to virtually the same insight. In fact my earlier presentation of the puzzle as conflating the two levels of description was not the Academics' own but incorporated Chrysippus' diagnosis. What is especially significant about that diagnosis is that the reports of it contain the earliest recorded use of the Stoic theory of 'categories',20 as it is misleadingly called in modern discussions. We are told by our sources that the Stoics distinguished four 'kinds of existing thing' what I shall be referring to as the four 'levels' of existence -so related to each other that every individual can be described under all four headings. The four headings are: 'substrate', 'qualified', 'disposed', and 'relatively disposed'. There has been much recent debate about the nature and purpose of this theory,2' but I think that some of the mystery is dispelled once one sees that it originated at least partly in response to the Growing Argument. It is founded on the recognition that an ostensibly unitary object may under different descriptions have different and even incompatible things truly said of it. The insight was not in itself a new one, but Chrysippus' scheme is the first attempt to derive from it a formal classification of the levels of description available. In particular it was the first two of the four levels of existence -substrate and qualified -that Chrysippus invoked in solution of the Growing Argument.
'Substrate' (hupokeimenon), commonly called 'substance' (ousia), is a thing's constitutive matter -the wood or bronze, or, at a more basic level of analysis, its prime matter.22 Qua substrate, each of us will be merely this or that lump of matter, and Chrysippus concedes to the Growing Argument that under this description we have no endurance through time, and therefore cannot properly be said to grow or to shrink. But each lump of matter possesses a set of qualities, and it is qua qualified individual that each of us endures through time and constitutes a proper subject of growth and diminution, despite the flux of his material substrate.23 To put it in other words, I may become a different lump of matter from moment to moment, but I am the same human being throughout my life. The distinction clearly presupposes that there is no straightforward identity relation between the lump of matter and the human being -otherwise anything true of the one would be true of the other. This principle of non-identity is first explicitly stated and defended by a Stoic source postdating Chrysippus by over a century,24 but there can be little doubt that Chrysippus was himself its author.
Perhaps the Stoics should have been content to stop there. For once the non-identity of a man with his matter was established, the Growing Argument was technically refuted. But the rejection of matter as the principle of individuation through time naturally invited a demonstration on their part that their own candidate, the qualified individual, could do the job better. For quality is a highly elastic concept, and it is not at first sight obvious what sort of quality might be more successful than matter in constituting my identity over a lifetime. All Stoic 'qualities' are physical states or processes of a thing, but because the soul is corporeal these can include mental as well as bodily states and processes. More particularly, they distinguished 'common' from 'peculiar' qualities. Commonly qualified individuals (koinos poioi) are those designated by common nouns and adjectives: 'man', 'wise', or even, on a liberal interpretation of 'quality', 'running' or 'sticking out a fist'.25 Peculiarly qualified individuals (idios poioi) are those viewed as possessors of uniquely identifying qualities. The standard examples are Dion and Theon. Several sources are explicit in making it these peculiarly qualified individuals who endure throughout a lifetime, and who therefore, in answer to the Growing Argument, constitute the proper subjects of growth and diminution. 26 This makes a lot of sense. It is not that common qualities are necessarily too ephemeral -being a human being, at any rate, lasts a lifetime -but no common quality can ever be enough to establish identity, for the simple reason that it is common. Why, the Academics might ask, should an apparently single body not remain human for seventy years but nevertheless be composed of a long series of individuals? What we need to know is, what makes me this human being? The Stoics might have done well to consider the answer that an enduring identity is attributable to any spatio-temporally continuous item, so long as it also retains its characteristic species-membership. If they did not, as the silence of our sources suggests, it may be because of a failure to distinguish spatio-temporal continuity, which even a Heraclitean river might satisfy, from the simple material individuation which had already fallen victim to the Growing Argument. Instead they picked out the peculiar quality as alone capable of providing livings things with continuity of identity. And they were adamant that a peculiar quality must last throughout a lifetime. How else can I be guaranteed to be the same person now as I was on the day of my birth?
Beyond this How about a unique set of memories, a favourite criterion of personal identity in modern discussions? Memories certainly fall well within the bounds of the Stoic notion of qualities. But there is no evidence that they invoked them in this context, and it would be surprising if they had. First, memory could only serve as a criterion of identity in a fairly narrow range of animate beings, perhaps only in men. But the Growing Argument has all living beings as its scope, and even though the discussion focussed mainly on human identity, a solution which rescued only a small selection of the puzzle's victims would have been profoundly unsatisfying. Second, they held, as I have said, that peculiar qualities must be lifelong, in order to make Dion the same person from birth to death. But it is questionable whether any memory lasts from the moment of birth to the moment of death. Some recent discussions28 have got over this hurdle by treating a human being as a single process and invoking continuity of memory merely to establish identity between each stage of the process and the next, without thereby requiring that it should be the same set of memories that establishes identity at every stage. Such a theory, had it been available in the third or second century B.C., could not, I think, have satisfied either the Stoics or their Academic adversaries. But that is for an epistemological reason, to which we will come shortly.
Or again, why not differentiate an individual by certain relations in which he stands -mark off Socrates, say, as 'husband of Xanthippe', 'the wisest of the Greeks', or even 'the man sitting over there on the left of Alcibiades'? In answer, we must return to the Stoics' list of four levels of existence. External relations belong to the fourth level, the 'relatively disposed' (pros ti pbs echon). To place a thing in the class of the relatively disposed is to speak of it under a description subject to what is sometimes called 'Cambridge change' -one which may begin or cease to be true of it without its undergoing any change in itself.29 Socrates could cease to be the husband of Xanthippe if she divorced him. He could cease to be the wisest of the Greeks if Plato grew to be wiser. And he could cease to be the man on Alcibiades' left if Alcibiades got up and moved. If all such external relations belong to the fourth Stoic level of existence, they are being deliberately kept distinct from the peculiar quality, since quality is located at the second level. And this technical difference carries with it a perfectly sound philosophical point. It seems hopeless to expect individuals to be differentiated by descriptions which can alter at any time through circumstances beyond their control. Socrates connot be adequately individuated as 'husband of Xanthippe', for fear of losing his identity if Xanthippe dies or divorces him. He may also wonder whether he existed as the same individual before his marriage to Xanthippe. One way out may suggest itself. Why not tie external relations down to a specific timeidentify him as 'the man who was Xanthippe's husband in 400 B.C.'? That would at least dispel the worry about his marital status in 460 B.C. or in years to come. But then we will be right back where we started, in the clutches of the Growing Argument: how can we know that the man who was Xanthippe's husband in 400 B.C. is identical with the Socrates who was born in 469 or with the Socrates who died in 399? Even granting that the Socrates who died in 399 was still the husband of Xanthippe, that is no guarantee of his enduring identity. If the Growing Argument is right, Xanthippe was lucky enough to be married to a long series of numerically distinct individuals called Socrates.
There will also be a further objection to invoking external relations. As I mentioned earlier, the Stoics had an epistemological motive for rejecting a criterion of identity that might not remain unchanged throughout an individual's lifetime. This now needs explaining. Chrysippus' problem was that at the same time as fending off the Growing Argument he faced a further challenge from the Academic sceptics on a quite separate front.
Zeno, the founder of the Stoic school, had made it a requirement for his philosophical system that some truths should be infallibly known. His word for such infallible cognition is katalepsis, literally 'grasping', which through its Latin translation perceptio is the direct ancestor of our word 'perception'. We can indeed translate it 'perception', so long as we recognise that in addition to sensory perception it sometimes extended to intellectual perception of truths through reason. Despite which, sensory recognition of individuals regularly provided the paradigm cases of 'perception'; and that is precisely how the issue of perception became entangled with the strictly independent issue of personal identity.
To the early Stoics it had simply been obvious that there were certain cases where one couldn't be mistaken. If a friend confronts you in good daylight, and you are sharp-sighted and sober, the truth just stares you in the face. If you professed to doubt his identity for a moment your sanity might be called into question. But this assumption reckoned without the determination of the sceptics. Aren't there such things as identical twins? And isn't it just conceivable that your best friend has an identical twin? If even human beings can defy identification in this way, we can never be certain that any impression is true. This lingering doubt gave rise to the Academics' notorious Indistinguishability Thesis (aparallaxia): for any true impression, there is an indistinguishable false one. Surely then, they argued, intellectual honesty alone demands an admission that there is no such thing as totally infallible perception. (Strictly, the point needed to be argued separately for recognition of types, as opposed to individuals, but the tendency was to treat the two kinds of perception as standing or falling together.) This line of reasoning seems to have persuaded some of Zeno's followers,30 and it was not until Chrysippus appeared on the scene that a full scale defence of infallible perception was launched. A lot was at stake. Our very rationality, the Stoics held, depended on our development of a set of universal conceptions, and these they took to depend on numerous recollected sensory perceptions during the first years of life, the conception of 'horse', for example, being constructed out of a series of individual perceptions of horses. If those sensory perceptions might after all be erroneous, our universal conceptions, and hence our very rationality, could prove to be vacuous. No understanding of the world could rest on so shaky a foundation. 31 Chrysippus' response to the Indistinguishability Thesis was an extensive and complex one. Part of his answer to the claim that for every true impression there is an indistinguishable false one lay in a search for some internal subjective feature of certain impressions which would label them as infallible. That must be passed over here. But he also defended a position, which may or may not have originated with him, that there is never any need to misidentify an external object, because every individual object is qualitatively unique. I shall call this the Uniqueness Thesis. It is, to be precise, the thesis that every individual has its own peculiar quality.
It should by now be becoming clear why the uniquely identifying quality of each individual must, for Stoic purposes, be a lifelong one. If it weren't, there would always be the danger that any of your acquantances might suddenly change his peculiar quality, and become unrecognisable between one meeting and the next. That very possibility, however abstract, would be fatal to the doctrine of infallible recognition.
Some of the recorded arguments for the Uniqueness Thesis are empirical. Identical twins can be distinguished by their mother, so must be dissimilar in some respects. And even eggs, which were proverbially indistinguishable from each other, could be told apart by experts: at any rate, it was said that the poultry farmers on Delos could look at any egg and tell you which hen had laid it.32 All this may have had a little force as an ad hominem rejoinder, but it left the ball firmly in the Academics' court. Why, they persisted, should we deny the possibility that at least some things are qualitatively indistinguishable -ears of corn, doves, hairs, bronze statues off the same production line, or imprints in wax made by the same signet ring?33
One might wonder why the Stoics should have felt discomfitted by this rejoinder. After all, the idealised Stoic wise man would not in a normal working day be called upon to identify individual ears of corn or hairs.34 Wasn't it enough if infallible recognition could be vindicated in a paradigmatic case like that of human beings? But the Academic question about ears of corn and hairs has a more telling point to press home. It was hardly enough for the Stoics' Uniqueness Thesis, even in the case of human beings, to be a contingent truth. They might establish that there was as a matter of fact no authenticated example of two qualitatively indistinguishable individuals, and still leave the possibility of a perfect double turning up one day. That possibility, however remote or abstract, would be fatal to their faith in infallible recognition. Their Uniqueness Thesis therefore had to claim the status not of a contingent truth but of a necessary truth. And that must be the point of the Academic challenge about ears of corn and hairs. If it is a logical or metaphysical impossibility for two particulars to be qualitatively indistinguishable, the Uniqueness Thesis cannot be applied selectively, but must extend to the most minute or trivial items. And whereas the Stoics might have common sense on their side when talking about the qualitative uniqueness of human beings, they outrage it if they are forced to make the same claim for hairs and specks of dust.
How, anyway, could it be logically demonstrable that all particulars are qualitatively unique? Only one Stoic argument for this has survived. If two particulars were qualitatively indistinguishable, they said, we would have the same peculiarly qualified individual simultaneously occupying two different substances. And that they held to be impossible.35 Now on the face of it they are perfectly right. One peculiar quality cannot belong to two different substances, because if it did it would not be a peculiar quality but a common quality. Unfortunately, that line of argument is a bit too easy. The Academic notion of indistinguishability need not amount to the selfrefuting claim that one peculiar quality can occupy two substances. It can be expressed as the less vulnerable claim that some things may simply not have their own peculiar quality.
To block off that way of restating the Indistinguishability Thesis, the Stoics would need some independent ground for asserting that every individual must have its own peculiar quality. Now as it happens, such a ground is readily available to them -in the form of their solution to the Growing Argument. Only by possessing a fixed peculiar quality, they held, can a living individual retain an identity through time. And without such retention of identity, questions about re-cognition could not be asked in the first place, since one could give no sense to the idea of meeting the same living individual twice. So it looks as if we can make sense of the Stoic position by bringing in their solution to the Growing Argument to bolster up their defence of the Uniqueness Thesis.
The connexion of thought which I have suggested here goes beyond our direct evidence. But it seems clear (a) that the Stoics' discussion of the peculiar quality did in fact range over both the metaphysical issue stirred up by the Growing Argument and the epistemological issue which the Indistinguishability Thesis had brought into focus; and (b) that their response to the Indistinguishability Thesis is incoherent unless the metaphysical theory is introduced to back it up.
It is hard to say whether any mistake was involved in giving the peculiar quality this twin role. Certainly there was hope that each of the two Academic challenges might be met by establishing a firm criterion of personal identity. But it may be objected that two different kinds of criterion are involved. On the epistemological front, the criterion required was one by which individuals could be infallibly recognised. The Stoics never, to my knowledge, decided what such a criterion might consist in; but as far as human identity is concerned, they might have considered the modern discovery of the uniqueness of fingerprints to be a triumphant vindication of their thesis.
The metaphysical puzzle about change and identity also demands a criterion of identity. But this is not meant to be merely a handy hallmark to aid recognition. It needs to be the essential characteristic which constitutes the unique person Dion, such that Dion can change in every other respect but still remain essentially Dion so long as the characteristic remains. Fingerprints do admittedly have the advantage of enduring throughout a human lifetime. Yet it would seem an unsatisfying conclusion that to be Dion is purely and simply to be the living human being with such and such a fingerprint, regardless of what other changes to his body, his character and his memories might be imagined as occurring.
But this line of criticism is unfair. If the Stoics had succeeded in finding the metaphysical criterion of identity that they were seeking, and it had indeed proved to be an essential and unique quality constituting an individual person throughout his life, it would have been entirely reasonable to hope that that quality would have outward manifestations detectable by the senses, so as to serve the role of epistemological criterion as well. It could, for all I know, be arguable by someone less ignorant than I am of genetics that what for many purposes constitutes the enduring essence of an individual person is his unique genetic programming, and that the individual's fingerprints are just externally accessible manifestations of that programming. The Stoics, at any rate, would have welcomed such a theory. The story so far, then, is that the twin Academic attack of the Growing Argument and the Indistinguishability Thesis led the Stoics to require for each individual, or at least for each living individual, a single lifelong individuating quality, which would (a) preserve its identity throughout its lifetime, and (b) make it recognisable as the individual it was. We have seen too that a thing is viewed as something 'qualified' -a bearer of qualities -at the second of the four Stoic levels of existence. At the first level, 'substrate' or 'substance', it is not qualified but just this or that lump of matter. Now although it is the peculiar quality that establishes continuity of identity through time, what distinguishes two individuals at a given time is only secondarily the qualitative difference between them; what primarily differentiates them as individuals must surely be the fact that they occupy different material substrates, or 'substances'. We have already met the Stoic principle that one peculiarly qualified individual cannot occupy two substances -in other words, Dion could not simultaneously occupy two separate human bodies. They also maintained the converse principle, that two peculiarly qualified individuals cannot occupy one and the same substance36 -in other words, Dion and Theon could not both occupy the same human body at the same time.
The Stoics came in for a battering from the Academics for allegedly contravening this latter principle in a cosmological theory of their own. They taught that the world periodically ends in a conflagration, during which Zeus and Providence both survive to initiate the next world phase but temporarily become completely coextensive and indistinguishable. Thus, the Academics objected, two peculiarly qualified individuals -Zeus and Providence -were being forced to occupy the same substrate, in direct contravention of the principle.37
Now I doubt if the Stoics were much bothered by this accusation. They had been careful to explain that the relationship of Zeus to Providence was that of a man to his own soul; consequently Zeus and Providence, on their view, no more started out as distinct individuals than a man and his soul do. But it is worth drawing attention to one feature of this debate, the Academics' own implicit acceptance of the principle that two peculiarly qualified individuals cannot occupy one substance. We will have cause to return to this shortly.
Chrysippus' own commitment to the same principle is revealed in an openly hostile passage from Philo of Alexandria:38 'Chrysippus, the most distinguished member of their school, in his work On the Growing (Argument), creates a freak of the following kind. Having first established that it is impossible for two peculiarly qualified individuals to occupy the same substance jointly, he says: 'For the sake of argument, let one man be thought of as whole-limbed, the other as minus one foot. Let the whole-limbed one be called Dion, the defective one Theon. Then let one of Dion's feet be amputated.' The question arises which one of them has perished, and his claim is that Theon is the stronger candidate. These are the words of a paradox-monger rather than of a speaker of truth. For how can it be that Theon, who has had no part chopped off, has been snatched away, while Dion, whose foot has been amputated, has not perished? 'Necessarily', says Chrysippus. 'For Dion, the one whose foot has been cut off, has collapsed into the defective substance of Theon, and two peculiarly qualified individuals cannot occupy the same substrate. Therefore it is necessary that Dion remains while Theon has perished.' This is a notoriously difficult text to interpret, but we can at least start by isolating a few salient points. The paradox concerns two individuals, Dion and Theon, who somehow manage to be so differentiated that when Dion's foot is amputated he becomes indistinguishable from Theon. This is seen as conflicting with the principle that two peculiarly qualified individuals cannot jointly occupy the same substance, and part of Chrysippus' job seems to be to describe the result in a way which will leave the principle unscathed.
Philo unfortunately starts his direct quotation from Chrysippus at a point where the initial conditions of the paradox have already been set up, and we are therefore left to guess how Dion and Theon are related to each other at the outset. It is, I think, a universal assumption of modem discussions39 that these characters are supposed to be two numerically distinct individuals who are qualitatively identical except for the fact that Theon has a foot missing: hence when Dion's foot is amputated the two are made completely indistinguishable, in contravention of the Stoics' own Uniqueness Thesis.
It is easy to see that this is wrong. Thus interpreted, the paradox would run up against the principle that one peculiarly qualified individual cannot simultaneously occupy two substances. In fact, though, Chrysippus treats it as falling foul of the converse principle, that two peculiarly qualified individuals cannot simultaneously occupy one substance.
The solution is clear once one recognises that the Stoic paradox is all but identical to a modern one, first discussed in print by David Wiggins,40 although he had borrowed it from P. T. Geach, who himself based it on a passage of William of Sherwood. Take a cat called Tibbles; concentrate your thought on that portion of her which includes everything except her tail; and give the name Tib to that portion. Since Tibbles and Tib do not occupy all of the same space at the same time, they are non-identical. But what if we then amputate Tibbles' tail? Tibbles and Tib now occupy exactly the same space as each other. If Tibbles is still a cat, it is hard to see by what criterion one could deny that Tib is a cat. Yet they are distinct individuals, because their histories are different. (For example, it may be true of Tibbles that she once had her tail run over, but it cannot be true of Tib: the tail was never part of her.) Hence we have two cats occupying precisely the same space at the same time. The conclusion is clearly unacceptable, and the problem is to locate the false step.
Chrysippus' puzzle is essentially the same. We start with one man, Dion, and arbitrarily give the name Theon to that portion of him which includes everything except one foot. (It is reasonably clear from Philo's subsequent criticism of Chrysippus that he understands Dion to be related to Theon in this way, as whole to part.)41 Dion corresponds, then, to Tibbles, Theon to Tib, and the differentiating foot to Tibbles' tail. We then amputate the foot, and are left with two individuals, Dion and Theon, occupying precisely the same material substance at the same time.
The differences between the Tibbles and Dion versions are twofold. First, Chrysippus' puzzle concerns the impossibility of two distinct individuals occupying the same material substance, whereas Wiggins' is about occupying the same place. Second, whereas Wiggins looks for the fallacy in the opening moves, Chrysippus for some reason chooses to assume the correctness of the analysis down to the final stage. It is only at the point when he finds himself with Dion and Theon threatening to become materially coextensive that he calls a halt, invoking the principle that two peculiarly qualified individuals cannot occupy the same substance. But this does not lead him to question the opening analysis. Instead he concludes that one of the two -either Dion or Theon -must step down in favour of the other. But does Dion perish while Theon survives as sole occupant of the body, or vice versa? The challenge is to find a criterion by which the painful choice can be made. Chrysippus nominates Dion, the counterpart of Tibbles, as the survivor. The text does not make his reason entirely clear. Perhaps the clue is to be found when he describes the survivor as 'Dion, the one whose foot has been cut off. He may be reasoning that if after the amputation someone noticing the mess and bandages asks 'Whose foot has been cut off?' the answer can only be 'Dion's'. Theon cannot have lost a foot which was never part of him in the first place. So Dion must be the amputee, and hence the survivor.
One curious feature remains. Chrysippus himself should surely never have accepted at the outset that Dion and Theon are two distinct peculiarly qualified individuals. After all, Theon is a part of Dion. The only peculiar quality that could distinguish Dion is his possession of the second foot which Theon lacks. But as the story unfolds, it becomes clear why having that foot cannot be Dion's peculiar quality; he will continue to exist as the same individual even when the foot has been removed.
We must conclude from this that the paradox is not built on Stoic premisses at all. Instead, noting that Chrysippus concocted it in a work On the Growing (Argument), we can speculate that it was his dialectical rejoinder to the Growing Argument and that in true dialectical fashion it borrowed its premisses from the Academic puzzle. After all, according to the Growing Argument every material addition to or subtraction from an individual results in his replacement by a new individual; and since in such cases the old and the new individual are related as part to whole or whole to part, the Academic argument does indeed imply that whole and part constitute distinct individuals -the very premiss which Chrysippus' own paradox presupposes. Nor is Chrysippus' purpose very far to seek. According to the Growing Argument, material growth and diminution are fatal to any idea of enduring identity. By way of counterexample, Chrysippus borrows the Growing Argument's own presuppositions to concoct an instance in which material diminution is actually a condition of enduring identity: the undiminished Theon perishes, while it is the diminished Dion who survives.
Chrysippus' argument does, of course, use one further premiss, that two peculiarly qualified individuals cannot occupy a single substance.42 It seems fairly clear from Philo's language that Chrysippus defended this as a bonafide principle, and not just as a dialectical ploy. Philo does not, in fact, raise any objection to it. And neither one supposes would the Academics, since it is a common-sense principle which, as we have seen, they themselves were ready to uphold on another occasion in furtherance of their attacks on the Stoics.
We are now in a position to view Chrysippus' handling of the Growing Argument as a whole. The argument presented him with a paradoxical denial of enduring individual identity. He was not one to dismiss a paradox merely because it was paradoxical, but in this instance he had little choice. Not just cosmology, but even ethics, faced imminent collapse once the notion of the enduring individual was abandoned. The first stage of his response will have been the dialectical move which we examined last, in which he so handsomely repaid the Academics in their own coin with a puzzle of his own making. The upshot of this move was to expose the contradictory consequences of the Growing Arguments's assumption that matter is the sole principle of individuation.43 He thereby licensed his own quest for an altemative principle of individuation, one capable of endurance over time. By locating this in the peculiar quality, he established the distinction between substrate and qualified on which his theory of the four levels of existence is founded, and at the same time found metaphysical support for his doctrine of infallible cognition.
The seriousness with which Chrysippus pursued this task is entirely consistent with his general attitude to paradoxes. His fascination with them went far beyond his immediate polemical needs in defending his own school against Academic attacks, and the surviving titles of his works include some twenty devoted explicitly to the discussion and solution of puzzles. It is to his everlasting credit that he recognised, and reflected in his own work, the intimate interdependence that exists between philosophical puzzlement and philosophical progress.44
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